


Dwell can help reduce shrink in areas of the 
store with low traffic. If a guest seems to be 
lingering in one spot, the infrared dwell sensor 
will detect motion and send a notification 
to the ODIN Retail Enterprise, which then 
broadcasts a message to the staff. 

The staff member can then head over 
and provide customer service to deter the 
suspicious person. 

Dwell can also be used for customer 
assistance. When a guest needs help or 
is wanting something in a locked case, the 
dwell sensor will send an alert to the staff 
after a predetermined amount of time. The 
staff member can then quickly assist the 
guest without them having to go find help.

Dwell has other great uses such as 
monitoring check out lines and assisting with 
heavy to lift and hard to handle items.

• Improve Customer Satisfaction
• Better Profit Protection
• Increase Customer Loyalty
• Improve Staff Productivity
• & Much More!

Excessive dwell times can be a sign of 
customers needing assistance or a potential 
shoplifter. With dwell sensors, your staff will 
be notified when a person is in a specific 
location for a certain amount of time, allowing 
them to either help the customer or deter 
shoplifters.

AWC offers versatile dwell solutions that will 
help meet the needs of your store. Dwell is 
used to improve customer service and loss 
prevention tactics and operates off of the 
ODIN Retail Enterprise. Best of all, the dwell 
sensors are wireless so they can be mounted 
just about anywhere. 

While stores have been closed due to 
COVID-19 not only customers have been 
affected. Theft and organized retail crime 
(ORC) have also been interrupted and they 
are ready to get back to business. History 
has proven that theft increases after national 
and global events that have had large 
economic impact, such as after 9/11, the 2008 
financial crisis, and projected impact after the 
COVID-19 pandemic.  

According to Caroline Kochman, executive 
director at the National Association for 
Shoplifting Prevention (NASP,) that after 
9/11 there was a 16% increase in shoplifter 
referrals nationwide and during the 2008 
financial crisis, a 34% jump in referrals from 
the criminal justice system. With COVID-19 
it could lead to an even greater increase due 
to the financially and emotionally traumatic 
events that have taken place. Times of 
hardships make it easier for ORC teams to 
recruit regular people because it is easier 
for them to justify their behavior due to the 
economic situation. But it won’t end when 
the economy gets better because they have 
formed a habit and confirmed for themselves 
that theft is a low-risk, high-reward endeavor 
so they will continue to take that risk.

As retail stores reopen, they will need to have 
an established operational plan and strategy 
to ensure that the stores open smoothly and 
safely. This includes the loss prevention teams. 
They will need to take a hard look at where 
their particular exposures and vulnerabilities 
are, while making sure employees know what 
to anticipate and how they should safely and 
appropriately respond. Additional measures 
can be applied throughout the stores, such as 
installing dwell sensors at high theft locations 
to alert staff when someone is standing around 
in a particular location. Either the customer 
will receive the help they need when the staff 
member arrives or deter theft with the staff 
member’s presence.

How It Works

Benefits

Dwell SensorFuture ORC Epidemic 
Post COVID-19



Monitor heavy to 
lift and hard to 
handle items

Monitor blind 
spots and low 
traffic areas

Monitor easy to 
steal items

Monitor for 
customers that 

need assistance

Dwell Sensor Solutions

Dwell Camera Solutions

AWC-1265 Dwell Sensor 
A battery-operated device using Panasonic Infra-Red 
(PIR) sensor designed to sense human presence 
over an extended duration of time in one area. 

AXIS Camera – Loitering Guard
Designed to sense human presence over an extended duration of time in 
one area with integration capabilities with email and API. Exclude areas, 
filters, and perspective configuration help reduce false alarms.
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ODIN Retail Enterprise TM

Other ODIN Retail Enterprise TM Solutions

The ODIN Retail Enterprise TM system is a wireless based 
platform that delivers solutions to your challenges. Such as 
a variety of communication solutions, advanced integration 
capabilities, and real-time reporting. These will:

• Increase Sales
• Improve customer satisfaction and build loyalty
• Reduce shrink
• Increase staff productivity 
• Optimize labor costs

ODIN Retail Enterprise delivers dependable technology that can communicate with two-way 
radios, smart phones, and other devices so you can respond quickly to customers and keep staff 
connected. It can stand alone or be integrated into existing systems. Integrate with environmental, 
fire detection, and access control systems to provide a single, easy to use, communication 
platform.

Powerful dashboards, which can be accessed from any web browser, show daily activity, alarms, 
and system performance in real-time or near real-time. Reporting can be custom tailored to each 
users’ preferences with automation that allow reports to be generated automatically, making it 
even easier to stay up to date on what is happening at your store. 
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